Waking up to a headline such as the one in
today’s Fox Business News is always a
welcome event. I’m referring here to the one
reading: Moderna Stock Soars Following
Positive Results In Corona Vaccine
Candidate. Read <here>. Good news indeed
-and not just for Moderna shareholders, which
just made 14% overnight! As the article
summarizes: “Moderna’s experimental
vaccine contains genetic material called
messenger RNA, or mRNA which is a genetic
code that tells cells what to build. According
to the results published in the New England
Journal of Medicine, mRNA-1273 "induced
rapid and strong immune responses" against
the coronavirus and "binding antibodies." I
read the article twice to make sure I wasn’t missing anything, and sure enough, this is a major step
towards a vaccine. Now to be sure, this is not to say a vaccine has been found, but we’re closing in on one
fast.
All great literature casts humankind in some kind of epic struggle, whether it be man-against-man, managainst-himself, or man-against-nature. Covid-19 would fall into the later category and the epic battle
pitting the epidemiological forces of Mother Earth against our cranial capacity to defeat it, is David and
Goliath stuff. This is especially true considering the Earth outweighs us by some 13 billion trillion tonnes,
and got a head start in the race by about 4.5 billion years or so. Cool facts-although with most of us
packing on some extra weight due to the virus keeping us more homebound, perhaps the gap has shrunk
a little! Still, it is amazing that in the relatively short lifespan of an average person, we go from coloured
markers to genetic markers in less than 30 years. As a species we are truly amazing and the future is ours.
Shares of pharmaceutical companies rose on the news, as did the broader Markets on optimism that a
vaccine is closer than we thought just a few months back. I’ve said before that Markets don’t respond to
good or bad news, just better or worse news. Today’s headline is squarely in the “good” category and I
welcome more of the same over the summer. Our model portfolios are within striking distance of par for
2020 -which would be a remarkable accomplishment given all that has happened. We have a little ways to
go, but we too are closing in on that milestone. A little more patience for a little while longer is needed,
and I look forward to elaborating further on things will all of you over our Summer-of-Zoom!
Hope everyone is enjoying the weather and getting more family time in together!
Be safe, be well!
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